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1: The Fisher-Price Adventure People Figures Guide
This unique Fisher-Price book helps kids find out what's inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages
throughout. Colorful large board book reveals what is inside five different exciting places.

Contents [ show ] Synopsis Finn mysteriously receives a bag full of miniature versions of his friends and
enemies and experiments with their lives. Plot The episode begins on a cliff by a lake at sunset. There, Finn
and Jake are discussing relationships, with Finn wondering whether it is better to date someone with a similar
or opposite personality. As they talk, Magic Man spies on them, and decides to prank them with his magic.
Jake worries that this is black magic, but his worry is assuaged by Finn, who points out that one of the toys is
Jake playing his viola, while Lumpy Space Princess goes piggyback on him, Finn dances, and BMO struggles
to right itself. Excited, both Finn and Jake rush to their home, the Tree Fort , where Jake makes spaghetti with
his special sauce and Finn continues playing with the Little People. He removes the characters he considers
"C-list," which Jake considers impolite, especially since the characters left behind include the Ice King. Upon
hearing the word "chemistry," Finn becomes quiet and thoughtful, ignores his food, and watches the various
characters interact with one another: Cupcake lifts dumb-bells in the corner. That night, Finn cannot sleep, so
he decides to play with the little people. He starts to experiment with interactions of the little people starting
with Mr. Cupcake and Lumpy Space Princess, who hit it off and begin to kiss. Finn is surprised by this and
decides to experiment some more. Cupcake, and they begin kissing. Finn then upturns the sack to release all
the little people, and an intense look appears on his face. With all different characters, the possibilities would
be endless. The next morning, Jake finds Finn with a pile of books by Jay T. Doggzone , and asks Finn if he
stayed up all night reading them; in fact, Finn had constructed a world for the little people to play in, and the
book he appeared to be reading had a heartbroken Jake curled up inside it. Jake wonders why his miniature
looks so lonely and asks Finn to pass him mini-Lady, to which Finn replies that the two have broken up, and
that Lady is pursuing a relationship with a "cool guy" - in fact, mini-Finn. Jake becomes outraged when he
sees Finn and Lady dating - Finn shows that he began relationships between a number of characters: After
Jake leaves, Finn sees mini-Flame Princess and decides to see how the two figures interact with one another.
Initially, mini-Finn is shy, while mini-Flame Princess appears bored, until Finn gives his miniature a piece of
his cookie, and moves him closer to Flame Princess; he shares the cookie with her, and they begin to chew on
it together in a way that looks like kissing since the real Finn and Flame Princess cannot kiss - Lady Rainicorn
sees this and, heartbroken, begins to yell and weep melodramatically, before retreating into her book-house.
Finn adds in Princess Bubblegum in the middle and makes her give mini-Finn a backrub, and the two figures
begin kissing; this makes mini-Flame Princess furious, and they begin to fight, during which Flame Princess
sets Bubblegum on fire. Finn looked at the battle and turns a bit red as if a situation like that happened, Finn
would have been the thing the Princesses were fighting for. Finn attempts to contact Finn in various ways,
including licking him in the mini-world, this only manifests itself as large waves in the lake. Jake suggests that
they are on a different vibration level, and that Finn should shake them. Finn shakes his miniature self at
increasing speeds - when he gets to the correct speed, he appears as face in the clouds, which puzzles
mini-Finn. He then moves on to Princess Bubblegum, Lady Rainicorn and Flame Princess and explains the
same information but says that they should make up and have a "dance party. All the miniatures dance, during
which Jake notices that BMO and the Ice King are hitting it off - their miniatures are shown dancing together thus answering the question of whether the two would make a good couple. At this point the episode ends.
2: Fisher-Price Little People Worlds of Adventure: A Look Inside Book by Reader's Digest Association
Fisher-Price Little People Worlds of Adventure: A Look Inside Book by Fisher-Price(TM), Mitter, Matt (unknown Edition)
[Paperback()] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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This unique Fisher-Price book helps kids find out what's inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages
throughout. Colorful large board book reveals what is inside five different exciting places. Dozens of labels teach over
words. The Fisher-Price gang become pirates.

4: Judy's Vintage Fisher Price Complete Play Sets
Worlds of Adventure (Fisher Price Little People Series) by Fisher-Price, Matt Mitter This unique Fisher-Price book helps
kids find out what's inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages throughout.

5: Little People Toys, Doll Houses & Playsets From Fisher Price
fisher-price little people worlds of adventure: a look inside by matt mitter vg+.

6: This Old Toy's Fisher-Price Original Little People Identification Index
Details about Fisher-Price Little People Worlds of Adventure: A Look Inside Book by Fisher-Pri by Fisher-Price, Matt
Mitter | Board book Be the first to write a review.

7: This Old Toy's Fisher-Price Adventure Series Identification Index
My girls LOVE the farm, and what people do books so I ordered more. This book is not lift the flap and not nearly as
educational as the others. It is good to use as more of a seek and find book, but would definitely recommend a different
little people book.

8: Little People Toddler Toys, Games & Playsets | Fisher-Price
This unique Fisher-Price book helps kids find out what's inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages
throughout. Colorful large board book reveals what is inside five different exciting places. Dozens of labels teach over
words. The Fisher-Price gang become pirates, perform.

9: Video - Little People - Adventure Song | Fisher-Price Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Check out the Little People Off Road ATV Adventure (DRH10) at the official Fisher-Price website. Explore the world of
Little People today!
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